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ABSTRACT
It is well documented that buried layers in quantum dot (QD) superlattices influence the
position of quantum dots in the subsequently grown layers through strain field interactions
(e.g.1,2, 3,4). Using the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) tomographic technique we have reconstructed the
3D relationship of successive layers of coherent Ge QDs separated by epitaxial Si capping layers
– a “QD superlattice”.
Techniques such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy (STM) can only look at a single surface layer of QDs or, in the case of Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM), look at a two-dimensional projection of a three-dimensional
volume so that 3D relationships need to be inferred. Since the strain interactions are complex, an
enhanced fundamental understanding of these self-organization mechanisms can more directly be
obtained from full 3D reconstructions of these structures.
By capping with Si at 300oC we were able to grow QD superlattices with QDs tens of
nanometers in height. This places them within the resolution of the FIB tomographic technique
to reconstruct. Using the FIB we performed in-situ serial sectioning of the QD superlattice and
then reconstructed the QD superlattice. The reconstruction was then analyzed to investigate the
ordering of the QDs.
Results from a reconstruction of a superlattice matrix will be presented with analysis of
the self-ordering of the QDs. Observations of a novel self-limiting (in height) morphology, the
quantum mesa, associated with the capping technique used will also be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Much work has been done to study the phenomenon of self-assembly in quantum dot
systems (e.g.1-8 ). Multi-layered structures, known as superlattices, are seen to organize so that
the Quantum Dots (QDs) on successive layers nucleate and grow above the buried QDs5. The
self-assembly occurs such that the QDs in the later layers deviate from being centered on the
lower QDs to positions that more evenly space the quantum dots. The driving force for this is
believed to be due to minimization of the system strain energy driven by QD-QD interaction
energies in lattice mismatched systems6,7,8. In the past techniques such as Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) have been used to analyze these structures. In the case of STM and AFM only the top
most layer can be observed while TEM gives a two-dimensional projection of a threedimensional volume. In several papers models have been presented that explore this
phenomenon but in all cases are based on these two-dimensional observations.
In this study the ordering of Ge QDs in a Si matrix was investigated. When grown on Si,
Ge first forms a wetting layer due to its lower surface energy. As the thickness of the Ge layer
increases, strain energy in the system increases due to the 4.1% lattice mismatch between Si and

Ge (Ge having the larger lattice constant). At a characteristic thickness, islanding of the Ge
initiates as a stress relief mechanism6. This type of growth is known as Stranski-Krastanov (SK)
growth9,10. As the islands (QDs) grow they go through a transition from initial hut clusters with
{105} facets and a square base to coherent domes with predominantly {113} facets, to dislocated
domes when the strain cannot be sufficiently relieved by islanding alone11,12,13.
To gain a greater insight into these self-assembly processes, the focused ion beam was
used to serial section a superlattice. The three-dimensional sample volume was them
tomographically reconstructed so that the self-assembly could be investigated. To maintain the
initial QD morphologies overgrowth of the QDs, the Si capping between layers of QDs was
performed at a temperature significantly lower than the QD growth temperature so that the aspect
ratio of the as grown QDs was retained.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Ge and Si films were grown via molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) on (001) Si substrates
using a custom built VG 90S double-chamber UHV-MBE system at the University of Virginia
(UVa)14. Before sample growth, a modified “piranha clean” procedure was employed to clean
and hydrogen-passivate the substrates15. The resulting hydrogen-terminated layer, along with
any surface oxide, was desorbed at a temperature of 775°C. A typical sample growth used in this
study constituted the deposition of a 1000Å Si buffer layer at a starting temperature of
775°C. The substrate temperature was progressively lowered to the Ge growth temperature,
750oC, during deposition of the buffer layer. This procedure allows for immediate growth of the
epilayer, thereby eliminating any chance of contamination buildup. Once the Ge was deposited
the sample was cooled to a “cold” Si capping layer temperature of 300oC16. The temperature was
then increased for deposition of a “hot” Si cap at the original Ge deposition temperature.
Growths were done at 100% Si or Ge. When growing the superlattice structure a 20nm cold cap
was followed by an 80nm hot cap. The three growth steps were repeated 20 times for the
superlattice. The base pressure in the chamber prior to growth was typically 2x10-10 Torr. The
samples were then analyzed by TEM and, in the case of the superlattice, by the FIB tomographic
technique.
TEM cross sectional foils (i.e electron beam approximately parallel to epitaxial
interfaces) were prepared by standard 4-6 keV Ar+ ion beam thinning techniques. TEM analysis
was performed using a JEOL FX2000 TEM17, operated at 200 kV, with a dual tilt holder. All
analyses were performed using the [011] zone axis, the specific imaging conditions for each
image are given in the relevant figure captions.
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) serial sectioning was performed using an FEI FIB-20018 with a
Ga ion source. The sample was milled in serial fashion by positioning the surface of interest
parallel to the beam direction and removing material with the outside edge of the beam. When a
flat surface was obtained the sample was rotated 90o such that the newly formed surface was
normal to the primary ion beam and the resultant surface was imaged with secondary electrons.
This procedure was repeated at 20nm intervals until the total volume of interest was sectioned.
The images were processed using Adobe Photoshop19 with the Fovea Pro20 tool kit to increase
contrast and, in the case of shape-based interpolation method, to find the edges of quantum dot
features. MATLAB21 was used to reconstruct the sectioned volume via a linear interpolation
method. In this case the volume between the slices was filled by linearly interpolating the
intensity of the equivalently positioned pixels in adjacent slices. Shape-based interpolations were
calculated using computer code developed at UVa22,23. Here the edges of the QD features are
initially found. A bilinear interpolation method uses the position of the edges in adjacent slices to

interpolate the position of the edge in the interpolated slices between them. This allows for a
smoother transition between slices and reconstructs the curvature of the features between the
experimental slices. These methods are more fully described elsewhere24.
DISCUSSION
When QDs are capped at temperatures above 400oC they spread out so that their final
height is only several nanometers and their aspect ratio decrease25,26. Since the spatial resolution
of the FIB is of the order 10nm, retention of the original aspect ratio was desirable. Following a
procedure described by Rastelli et al. the original aspect ratio could be retained for the QDs27. In
brief, the QDs were initially capped at a low temperature, approximately 300oC, to completely
cover the QDs. The temperature was then increased to the QD growth temperature and additional
Si deposited until the desired spacer thickness was obtained. Figure 1 shows a Ge QD capped
with 20nm of Si prior to increasing the temperature. There was no obvious spreading of the QD
and the size distribution of the QDs was similar to uncapped QDs grown under the same
conditions. When the temperature was raised and the remainder of the spacer layer deposited,
something new was observed. In Figure 2 the QD near the center of the image has been truncated
at a height near the thickness of the cold capping layer.

Figure 1. TEM image of Ge QD with 20nm Si cap deposited at 300oC. Image was acquired
using the forward scattered beam with no strongly diffracted reflections so that the elemental
(“mass-thickness”) contrast could more easily be observed.

Figure 2. TEM image of truncated “Quantum Mesa”. Truncation occurs at the approximate
20nm thickness of the cold cap layer. Image was acquired using the forward scattered beam with
no strongly diffracted reflections so that the elemental contrast could more easily be observed.

The QDs to either side of this “Quantum Mesa” have retained their shape since their height is
less than the thickness of the cold capping layer. Flattening of the Si capping layer and of the
QDs being embedded has been studied by different investigators but not in the type of
discontinuous growth sequence employed here26,28.
Using this capping method a 20 layer QD superlattice was grown for FIB tomgraphic
reconstruction. A TEM image of the superlattice is shown in Figure 3. Since this is a twodimensional projection of a three-dimensional volume the precise relationship of the QD
columns cannot be determined. In fact, in some cases columns overlap in projection. In other
cases it is uncertain whether columns start on layers other than the first, disappear prior to the
20th layer or are not completely encased in the limited thickness (c. 100 nm) of the TEM foil.
Figure 4 shows the tomographic reconstruction of the QD superlattice. This reconstruction was
produced using serial slices parallel to the front face of the reconstruction and then the volume
filled using the shape-based interpolation method. In the reconstruction it can be observed that
QDs on upper layers grow above the QDs in the lower layers. The spatial resolution between
layers in the original images was intentionally decreased in Photoshop so that the evolution of
the columns is more apparent. The true relationship between the QDs and the spacing layer can
more clearly be seen in Figure 3. The flat faces of the QD columns are where the initial slice
intersected the column. Upon close examination of the tomographic reconstruction in Figure 4 it
can be seen that all of the columns in the reconstruction do emanate from the first layer grown
and in some cases are extinguished prior to the 20th layer. The termination of QD columns after
several layers of growth was predicted by Tersoff et al. and Liu et al. for QD columns that were
too closely spaced3,4. In addition when layers of QDs at successive levels are examined, such as
those in Figure 5, the evolution of the self-assembly process can be directly observed. Small
closely spaced QDs can easily be seen in the lower layers of the quantum dot superlattice. As
some columns disappear, as seen in Figure 4, the QDs in the other columns increase in size. This
clearly shows one effect of the self-assembly process.

Figure 3. TEM image of Ge quantum dot superlattice in a Si matrix. Bright field image was
taken using a <400> two-beam condition so that the strain contrast, due to the lattice mismatch
of the embedded quantum dots with the matrix, is accentuated.

Figure 4. FIB tomographic reconstruction of the QDs in a Ge/Si quantum dot superlattice.
Several quantum dot columns can be seen to terminate prior to the final 20th layer. The spatial
resolution between the layers was intentionally decreased so that the evolution of the columns
could more easily be observed.

Figure 5. Reconstructed images of a lower and upper layer of the quantum dot superlattice;
dimensions in both images are 1.7x5.6 microns. a). shows the lower layers of quantum dots
contain small closely spaced quantum dots. b). shows the resulting lower population of larger
quantum dots in the upper layers.
CONCLUSIONS
By performing tomographic reconstructions of QD superlattices the three-dimensional
relationship of the QD columns can be studied directly. The actual relationship between columns
and between QD layer can be directly compared to models developed to explain self-assembly
and not inferred from two-dimensional techniques such as TEM and AFM.
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